
Name:Hall Unit/Topic: Social Studies Week of: October 4-8, 2020

Lesson Plans

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

TEKS/
Standards

K.7B, K.13B, K. 14D K.7A, K.7B, K.13A,
K.14C

K.7A, K.7B, K14D K.7A, K.7B, K14D K.7A, K.7B,
K14D

Objective(
s)

The student will
identify rules that

provide order,
security and safety in

the school.

The student will
identify and express

ideas orally regarding
the purposes of

having rules.

The student will
identify rules that

provide order,
security and safety in

the school.

The student will discuss
the meaning of rules and
how rules keep us safe.

The student will
identify rules
that provide

order, security
and safety in the

school.

Bellwork Songs, fingerplays and

poems that relate to

the purpose of having

rules.

Songs, fingerplays and

poems that relate to

the purpose of having

rules.

Songs, fingerplays and

poems that relate to

the purpose of having

rules.

Songs, fingerplays and

poems that relate to the

purpose of having rules.

Songs, fingerplays

and poems that

relate to the

purpose of having

rules.

Learning
Activities

WHY DO WE FOLLOW

RULES? TO HAVE

ORDER, AND TO KEEP

US SAFE!

Rules to include:

Respect others, stay in

line, volunteers sign in

and visitors wear

badges, don’s run in

the halls, practice

storm drills, cross at

crosswalk.

1) Students following

rules.

http://19a8mp1uz43j3

w2vdu1lgj0j-wpengine.

netdna-ssl.com/wp-co

ntent/uploads/2017/0

7/double-loaded-with-

kids.jpg

2) Students not

following rules.

https://images.ctfasset

s.net/p0qf7j048i0q/3C

64577CE4DC4E60AF35

7C9CD1E77850/46e66

9927c7c6dc47808e7bb

13dec362/i966985842.

Orally review the

importance of

following rules and

consequences of not.

Review pictures from

yesterday.

Create a class T chart,  On

the left, list rules at home or

in school.  On the right list

consequences that might

happen if the rule is broken.

Play the “Popcorn

Game” to review

classroom rules

and procedures.

Call on the first

student who will

name one rule or

reason we have

rules, then that

student will call on

the next until all

students in class

are used.
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Following, Following,

Following the Rules:

https://www.youtube.

com/watch?v=QUy2LJ2

zF8E

Stop at each prompt

and give the kids an

example of the right

and wrong way of

doing things.

jpg?w=1000&h=750&fi

t=fill&fm=webp

Present picture #1 to

students.  Choose

students at random to

explain different things

they see in the picture.

Ask the students if

they feel like these

kids are following rules

or not.  Do the same

for picture #2.

Discuss what following

and not following rules

looks like and why it is

important to follow

rules. (Students are

standing in front of an

activated stop sign and

can get hurt).

REVIEW:

WHY DO WE FOLLOW

RULES? TO HAVE

ORDER, AND TO KEEP

US SAFE!

Key
Vocabular
y

Rule- a guide or

principle for conduct or

action

Rule- a guide or

principle for conduct or

action

Rule- a guide or

principle for conduct

or action,

Rule- a guide or principle for

conduct or action

Rule- a guide or

principle for

conduct or action

Writing
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Guided/
Independe
nt
Practice

As a group, the class

will create an anchor

chart with all

classroom rules.

An example:

https://www.pinterest.

com/pin/43431595780

6202757/

Students will orally

report which rule is

right or wrong and

why.

Students will draw a

picture of themselves

following a rule at

school and display it in

the appropriate area

of the classroom.

Oral review Oral review

Closure/Hom
ework

Oral review of rules Each student will be

called at random to

quickly explain the

purpose of following

rules to their

classmates.

Oral review of rules. Oral review of rules. Oral review of

rules.

Assessme
nt-
Formative
Summativ
e
Exit Ticket

The students will

orally identify or name

the rules and explain

why we have them,

each day.

The students will

orally identify or name

the rules and explain

why we have them,

each day.

The students will

orally identify or name

the rules and explain

why we have them,

each day.

The students will orally

identify or name the rules

and explain why we have

them, each day.

The students will

orally identify or

name the rules

and explain why

we have them,

each day.

Key Questions During Lesson
What are the rules at home?

What are the rules at school?

Give me an example of a consequence.
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